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2,942,070 
MEANS FOR BINAURAL HEARING 

Laurens Hammond, Chicago, John M. Hanert, Des 
Plaines, and Donald R. Kern, Chicago, Ill., as'signors 
to Hammond Organ Company, Chicago, Ill., a corpo 
ration of Delaware 

Filed Mar. 26, 1954, Ser. No. ‘418,865 
18 Claims. ‘ (or. 119-1001) 

‘ Our invention relates generally to a method and a 
means for securing many of the effects of binaural hear 
ing‘ from a single source of electrical sound signals; 
The invention, brie?y stated, resides in the conversion 

of monaural sound into binaural sound. However, it is 
not the‘ purpose of this invention to provide apparatus by 
which the listener apparently perceives the direction of 

i United States Patent Patented June 21', 

harmonic analyzer, or like a reed type frequency meter, 
and electrical impulses are transmitted to the brain cor: 
responding to the amplitudes of the various frequencies 
which are present in the sounds being heard. The 

5 analyses produced by the two cars, of course, will be 

20 

the source ‘of the sound, but rather to have the listener 1 ' 
perceive the sound as binaurally omnidirectional; The 
effect obtained is very unique, possessing to a marked 
degree the highly desirable property of music'heard in-a' 
large auditorium, in which all of the sounds reach the lis-' 

25 

tener by an‘ inde?nitely great number of paths. There is ‘ ‘‘ 
apparently no sound heard. through a direct path and 
therefore there are no positive sensations of de?nite 

sound localization. .. -' . I ‘ \ ‘The invention may be employed using any of a variety 

of sources of electrical tone signals,‘such as electric organs 
andrsimilar electrical musical instruments, radio receivers, 
and, various forms‘ of recorded music, such as- music 
recorded on phonograph‘ records, on magnetic .wire or 
tape',.'on ?lm, etc. ' ' 

We have discovered that binaural hearing, or “stereo 
phonic perception,” is largely caused by the differences in 
the amplitude analysis of the sound, taken over the audio 
frequency range, as its reaches the listener's two cars. 
If a sound originates at some distance from the listener 
it is well-known that violent amplitude distortions, or 
“standing wave patterns,” due to the room's acoustic 
re?ections, will be present. The number of “upsets” or 
variations in the amplitude response, taken over the audio 
frequency spectrum, is largely controlled by the distance 
and the number of re?ectingpaths by which thejsound 
reaches the, two cars. If it is assumed that the original 
source of soundis emitting uniform energy'at all the‘ 
desired signal‘frequencies, the car will not hear-the same 
energy at all frequencies due to the phase addition and‘ 
cancellation e?ects of sounds reaching the ear through 
acoustic paths of different lengths. When the source of 
sound is‘at a distance which is large in comparison with 
the wave length of the lowest frequency being trans-> 
mitted, cancellations or additions may occur at any of 
the frequenciesbeing emitted. , . > 
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radically different for a sound coming from a distant 
source because the various paths by which the sound 
reaches the two ears can be radically different at many 
different frequencies. Hearing at a distance, therefore, 
results in a great number of different vamplitude responses 
over the'audio frequency spectrum. 

If the source is very close, then the analyses by the 
two cars will closely coincide and the brain interprets this" 
as a sound which is relatively close to the listener. If, 
on the other hand, the analyses by the two ears discloses 
many different and con?icting amplitude responses, the 
brain will‘ interpret these many opposing “upsets” as being 
caused by a source which is relatively distant from- the eat. 

It is well-known in music that the most desirable con 
ditions for pleasurable listening involve relatively long 
distances like 40 and 50 feet, and that it is undesirable to" 
listen—-for instance, to a violin-in a small closet-like 
enclosure. ' The apparatus of our invention is designed to 
produce a pleasing illusion of listening in a large enclosure 
despite the fact that the actual source of sound is directly 
adjacent the listener's ears. The method which we em; 
ploy for creating'this binaural illusion is to modify the 
signals occurring at the two ears in such a way as topro 
duce many upsets in amplitude over the audio frequency 
spectrum in each of a pair of electroacoustic transducers," 
such as earphones, respectively positioned at the two cars, 
so'thatthe sound emitted by one transducer is heard-pre 
dominantly by one of the listener’s ears and that the 
sound emitted by the other transducer is heard pre 
dominantly bythe other ear of the listener, and‘ further, 
to cause these amplitude variations to occur at di?erent 

-‘ frequencies for the two earphones. By so doing, we have 
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found that it is possible to create an amazingly real quality 
of “stereophonic perception,” namely, the effect of hearing 
sound in a large auditorium having ideal acoustical 
properties for listening to music. 1 

- -When listening with the apparatus of our invention, the 
' listener is unable to acknowledge the fact that the sound 
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is originating ‘at his ears but rather perceivesv the phe-~ 
nomena as being one of hearing many sources of sound‘ 
remotely located in a large-auditorium. 'Thus, it is pose 

~ sible to create‘a very satisfying binaural perception with 

50 

any form of music or speech which may originally beer 
a _‘-‘monaura_l” or “single channel” character .as, for ex 
ample, the signals from a radio receiver, a phonograph 
pickup, or the signals from an electrical .musical-instruq 
ment. With the apparatus of our invention, if the source 
of sound is disconnected from either earphone the carat 

- the other phone perceives the source as being immediatelyv 

55 adjacent that car. If, however, the source is reconnected 
so that ‘the sound is present at both ears, then the listener 

, perceives the source of sound as. being remotelylocated 
flf the source is emitting a random noise spectrum in ' 

a sound re?ecting structure, tha-tis, one in which all fre 
quencies larepresent in substantially equal intensities, 
the car will perceive, or a microphone connected to a 60 

suitable harmonic analyzer will disclose, a large number a 
of upsets or variations in amplitude response at the var 
ious~portions of the audio frequency spectrum being 
analyzed. Fl‘he greater the distance between the source 
and the microphone, the greater _will be the number of 
these amplitude upsets .within the: gamut ,of the . audio 
spectrum.-.~ - ' ‘‘ '~ 

I ‘Inbinaural perception-ofsound one judge, in‘a 
general way, the distance of-a'v source of sound by means 
of the two cars. It is a well-known auditory phenomenon 
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in many parts of a large auditorium-like enclosure which 

physically does not exist but whose dimensions acoustic properties are forcefully suggested. ' 5 j‘ 

_ The apparatus may be such that although for each‘ea‘r; 
considered individually, the frequency‘ response upsets 
might be excessive and undesirable for ‘listeningto ‘music;v 
this is not true when both earphones-are energized in-the' 
manner to be described. This is partly-because that, while 
the uniformity. of energy over the audio: frequency spec 
trum is purposely upset in different ways at the earphones, 

' the resultant perception, when both v‘earphones are used, is 
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oneofhigh ?delity in amplitude response‘due to the 
summation effect in the brain of the signals'received by. 

' _ the two cars.’ 'Thus, while the amplitude upsets areziiitené 
that each of the. ears functions in a manner similar .toja ._ ' tionally provided for the purpose of achieving a ‘stereo; 
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3 
phonic acoustic perception they are not present in the 
?nal composite acoustic perception which is due to hear 
ing with both ears. 
_- For example, the apparatus of this invention is inten-_v 
tionally effective to attenuate a certain frequency in one 
car while either statistically, or by inherent circuitry. to 
make this signal present in the other car thus insuring its 
presence in the ?nal composite signal due to the contri 
butions made by both ears. 

While the apparatus of the invention utilizes a time de 
lay or uses reverberation apparatus for causing amplitude 
upsets due to the addition of signals having differing 
phases, such phase shifting apparatus does not result in a 
sequential perception of the sound by the two ears, that is, 
the sound appears to start and cease at substantially the 
same instants in both of the listener’s ears. This, of 
course, is highly desirable from a musical standpoint as it 
has been found that delay apparatus which introduces the 
sound in one ear after it has been introduced in the 
other car is highly unsatisfactory and tiring to the listener. 
I It is therefore the object of the invention to provide 
methods and means for greatly improving the pleasure 
of listening to monaural music in accordance with the 
principles above set forth. 

Other objects will appear from the following descrip 
tion, reference being had to the accompanying drawinxs 
in which: 

- Fig. l is a schematic wiring and block diagram show 
ing the preferred form of the invention; 

Fig. 2 is a similar diagram of'a modi?ed form of the 
invention; 

Fig. 3 is a similar diagram of a further modi?cation of 
the invention; and 

Fig. 4 is a similar diagram of another modi?cation. 
Referring to Fig. l, a source 10 of electrical sound sig 

nals may comprise an electric organ, phonograph, radio 
receiver, or any other source of sound, particularly music, 
in the form of an electrical signal and has output terminals 
11 and 1-2. 
The output terminal 11 of the source is connected to a 

point of constant potential, indicated as ground. The' 
output terminal 12 of this source is connected through an 
adjustable resistor R16 to a reverberation device or ap 
paratus 18. The terminal 12 is similarly connected 
through an adjustable resistor R17 to a reverberation ap 
pnratus 19. The input circuits of the reverberation de 
vices are shown as including coils 24 and 25 which may 
be the primaries of input transformers, or may be the 
voice coil windings of electroacoustic transducers. 'Ihese 
coils are respectively connected between the resistors R16 
and R17 and ground. 
The outputs of the reveberation devices 18 and 19 are 

coupled to ampli?ers 26 and 27, and the outputs of the 
letter are coupled to mixers 28 and 29. 
The output of the source 10 is also connected to the 

input of ampli?ers 30 and 31 and the outputs of the latter 
are respectively connected to the mixers 28 and 29. 
Each, or at least one, of the mixers may be provided with 
an adjustable attenuator 32, 33. The output of the mixer 
28 is connected to one electroacoustic transducer shown as 
an earphone 34 while the output of the mixer 29 is con~ 
nected to the other transducer earphone 35 of a pair. 
The reverberation devices 18 and 19 are preferably 

of the type shown in the patent to Laurens Hammond No. 
2,230,836, omitting the means providing a direct path for 
the transmission of the signal from the source to the 
speaker shown in said patent, namely, omitting the circuits 
including the adjustable resistors 24. However, the dc 
vioes 18 and 19 may be any type of apparatus, (acoustic, 
recording and play-back, etc.) which will convert non 
reverberative input signals into reverberative output sig— 
nlls. The adjustable attenuators 32 and 33 are provided 
so thnt suitable compensation may be made when the 
app-mm: is used by'those whose acuity of hearing of one 
elf di?crs from that of the other. 
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It will be apparent that each earphone receives a direct 
signal from the source in addition to a signal from the 
source into which reverberative effects have been intro 
duced. Due to unavoidable differences in the frequency 
response characteristics of the two devices 18 and 19 
the sound at the two cars will be different. Certain fre 
quencies will be sounded with greater intensity at one 
ear than at the other. Assuming that the attenuators 32 
and 33 and the mixers 28 and 29 are adjusted properly for 
a normal listener, the total energy of the signal supplied 
to the two earphones 34 and 35 will be the same but cer 
tain frequencies in the audio range will be of higher am 
plitude at one earphone and at lower amplitude at the 

‘ other earphone. The frequency response pattern is ran 
15 

20 

dom so that the overall effect on the listener is that he 
perceives the sound as being produced in a large rever 
berative room in which the sound reaches his ears through 
a large number of different paths, and in which, due to 
the spaced position of his two eardrums, certain fre 
quencies are attenuated as heard by one car, while other 
di?erent frequencies in the sound heard by the other car 
are attenuated. 
Due to the delay introduced by the reverberation 66! 

I vices, at the commencement of a tone only the direct sig 
25 nal transmitted through the ampli?ers 30 and 31 will 

be supplied to the earphones 34 and 35 respectively. 
Then after a very small fraction of a second the rever 

4 berative signal will be added until, as the tone signal mp 
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plied by the source 10 stops, only the reverberative sigmh 
will be supplied to the earphones. This latter fact also 
adds to the three dimensional or stereophonic effect. 
The mixers 28 and 29 are preferably provided will 

manually operable controls, in addition to the adjustable 
resistors R16 and R17, whereby the ratios of the rever 
berative relative to the direct signals supplied to the two 
earphones may be varied to suit the wishes of the listener. 
For the purpose of maintaining bilateral symmetry in 

the illustration, two ampli?ers 30 and 31 are shown. It 
is apparent that one of these ampli?ers could be omitted 
and its output supplied to both mixers 28 and 29 for 
providing the direct signal for both earphones. 
The objects of the invention may be achieved by uti 

lizing the less costly and more simple modi?ed form of 
the invention shown in Fig. 2. In this form of the inven— 
tion the source 10 has one of its output terminals con 
nected to ground and its other terminal connected to a‘ 
reverberation apparatus 42 through a potentiometer RM. 
The other input terminal of the reverberation apparatus 
is connected to ground. The output of the apparatus 42 
is coupled to an ampli?er 46 and the output of the latter 
is supplied to the primary of an output transformer 48. 
The secondary 50 of this transformer has its end terminals 
connected respectively to one terminal of the pair of 
terminals of earphones 52, 53 by conductors 54 and 56 
respectively. The other terminals of the earphones are 
connected to ground. The secondary winding 50 of the‘ 
transformer 48 has a center tap 56 which is connected to 
the sliding contactor of a voltage divider RS7 which is 
connected across the output terminals of the source 10. 
A plurality of capacitors CS8 are adapted to be con 

nected cumulatively between the conductors 54 and 55 
by a rotary switch member 60. When this switch mem 
ber is moved counterclockwise from the position shown 
in full lines to the position shown in dotted lines, it makes 
contact with a contactor 62 forming part of this switch.v 
thereby to connect conductors 54 and 55, and thus shunt 
the reverberative portion of the signal from the earphones 
whenever the binaural e?‘ect is not desired. The ca-' 
pacitors C58 and switch 60 operate as a tone control to 
reduce the amplitudes of the higher frequencies. 

In this form of the invention the reverberative signal 
will be heard in the earphones in opposite polarity so 
that while the reverberative signal is adding to the dim 
signal in one earphone 52, his subtracting from the direct 
signalintheearpbone? andviceversa. Becausethern 



is only one means for introducing the reverberation effect, 
the effect of having different frequency response charac 
teristics in the reverberative tones transmitted to the two 
ears is lost during the decay period after the direct signal 
ceases, but in steady state the results obtainable by the 
apparatus of Fig. 2 are quite similar to those obtained 
by the apparatus shown in Fig. 1. Either the direct or 
the reverberative signal may be supplied to the earphones 
in the push-pull manner. ‘ 
The system shown in Fig. 3 is quite similar to that 

shown in Fig. 2 except that the source of sound com 
. prises a sound record 70 which may be a phonograph 
record, or sound recorded magnetically, photoelectrically, 
etc. The sound is picked up by a pickup 72 without 
delay, and ampli?ed by an ampli?er 74 having an adjust 
able output voltage divider R76 connected across its out 
put terminals. The sliding contactor of the voltage 

. divider R76 is connected‘ .to the center tap of an output 
transformer 48. This transformer forms part of an 
output system whichmay be the same as that shown in 
Fig. 2., Similar reference characters have therefore been 
applied to corresponding parts and their description will 
not be repeated. _> ~ 

A second pickup__78' is coupled to an ampli?er 80, the 
output terminals of which are connected to the'ends of 
the primary winding of transformer 48. The pickups 72 
and 78 are physically'spaced su?iciently in the direction 
of the movement of the soundrecord 70 so that the delay 
introduced in the signal picked up‘ by pickup >78'will 
be in'the order of 70 milliseconds, and the pickups are 
preferably mounted so that their spacing in the direction 
ofthe movement of the sound record may be changed at 
will to. suit, the discriminatory judgment of the listener. 

Because it is not essential'that either the direct or 
the delayed signals supplied to the two earphones be 
introduced in opposite polarity, it is possible to accom 
plish the objects of the invention by the apparatus shown 
in Fig. 4., In this form of the invention the signals 
from the source 90 are supplied in parallel to two devices 
91 and 92 for introducing delay in the signals, with re 
sultant variations in amplitude response in the audio fre 
quencyspectrum when the output’ thereof is combined 
with signals transmittcdjdirectly to the earphones. 

~ The outputs of the devices 91 and 92 are respectively 
connected to the earphones 93 and 94 through adjustable 
decoupling impedanoes' R95 and R96, while the signal 
from the source 90 is transmitted directly to the- ear 
phones 93vand 94 through adjustable decoupling resistors 
‘R97 and R98 respectively. ' The devices 91 and 92 for 
introducing the delay may be similar, but should not be 
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identical, ‘so that the two‘ears perceive the tone dif-' - 
ferently due to the different amplitude response charac 
teristics of the two signals supplied to the earphones. 
The essence of the invention resides in improving the 

auditory reception of sounds derived from a single source 
as electrical signals in which pairs of transmission chan 
nels have their inputs coupled to the source and in which 
at least one of the channels includes means to introduce 
variations in amplitude response in the sound transmitted 
thereby and in which a pair of earphones are coupled 
respectively to the outputs of the transmission channels 
‘.are employed to translate the electrical signals into sound. 

The delay which is provided for in the several forms 
.of the invention may be introduced by an arti?cial line 
or any other suitable device which produces substantial 

the original signal or provided by re?ections in the line 
.will result indifferent amplitude response variations in 
the two earphones. ‘ ' 

It'will be clearto those skilled in the art that, in each 
Tof the embodiments, various types of tone and volume 
.controls maybe ‘employed in conjunction with the am 
pli?ers‘ and mixers, in addition to those shown. and 

‘ described. 

v\gVhile we have shown and described particular embodi 
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phase shift of the signal, such that when superimposed on i a 
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' earphone received through vthe third path. . . 

anneal 
vis 

ments of our invention, it, will be apparent to those skilled 
in the art that numerous modi?cations‘and variations may 
be made in the form and construction thereof, without 
departing from the more fundamental principles of the 
invention. We thereforedesire, by the following claims,‘ 
to include within the scope of our invention‘all such sim 
ilar and modi?ed forms of the apparatus disclosed, by 
which substantially the results’ of the invention may be 
obtained by the use of substantially the‘same or equiv 
alent means. In some of the claims 'the word “groun " 
is used. This is intended to mean any point of ?xed 
potential. 
We claim: 
1. Apparatus for improving the auditory receptionof 

sounds in the form of electrical signals derived from a 
single source, comprising a reverberation apparatus cou 
pled to the source, an ampli?er coupled to the output of 
the reverberation apparatus, an output transformer hav 
ing a primary winding connected to the output of ‘the 
ampli?er and having a secondary winding provided with 
a center tap, a pair of earphones each having two ter» 
minals, means connecting one terminal of each earphone 
to'one terminal of the source, and means connecting the 
other terminals of the earphones respectively to the end 
terminalsof the transformer secondary winding. - 

' 2' The combination of a single source of musical tone 
signals, apair of earphones, means for transmittinga 
signal derived from said source to eachof said earphones 
in opposite polarity, additional ‘means for transmittingia 
signal. from the source to each of the ‘earphones in the 
same polarity, and means'for delayingthfe signal trans 
mitted through one of saidnansiniaing means. ‘ J 

"3. , Thecombinat'ion .ofa single source of ‘musieal’ton‘e 
signals, a pair‘ of earphones,l;mean's_ for'tran'smgi'tting ‘a. 
signal derived from said source to each vof said earphones 
in‘ opposite phasq additional means. for transmitting ‘a 
signal from the source to the earphones ‘in the same 
phase, means for adding reverberative signals to the sig 
nal transmitted through one of said transmitting means, 
and means for'adju'sting the relative amplitudes of the 
signals supplied to the two earphones. - ' 

4. The combination of a single source of musical tone 
signals, a pair of earphones, means for transmitting a sig 
nal derived from said source to each of-said earphones in 
opposite polarity, additional means for transmitting a sig 
nal from the source to each of the earphones in the same 
polarity, and means for causing'a phase shift in the signals 
transmitted through one‘ of said transmitting means._ ' h 

5. The‘combination of a musical tone signal source, 
a pair of earphones comprising a ?rst earphone and a sec 
ond earphone, means forming ?rst and second signal 
transmitting paths coupling ‘the source’ to the ?rst ear~ 
phone‘, means forming third and fourth signal transmit~ 
ting paths coupling the source ‘to the second earphone, 
means inthe ?rst signal transmitting path to introduce 

delay with resultant variations in amplitude response the audio frequency spectrum and combined at'the, ?rst 

earphone with the signal transmitted through the second 
path, and means included in the third- signal transmitting 
path to introduce a slightlydifferent delay with result‘ 
ant different variations in' amplitude response in the audio 
frequency spectrum when the signal is combined at the 
second earphone with the signal transmitted through the 

fourth path. v . - "' 6.. The combination set forth in claim 5 in which‘mean‘s 

are provided to cause the signal at the ?rst earphone re 
ceived. through the ?rst path to be of opposite polarity 
with respect to the polarity of the signal at the second 

7.; The combination of a musical tone signaljjsource, 
a, pair ‘of earphones comprising a ?rst earphone and “a 
second earphone, means forming a ?rst signal transmitting 
path coupling the source to the ?rst earphone, means 
aformingja'second signal transmitting path coupling ‘the 
sourcetothe ?rst earphone, means forming third" nd 
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fourth signal transmission paths coupling the source to 
thesecond earphone, means to cause the signal trans 
mitted through ‘the ?rst and third paths to be received at 
the earphone in opposite polarity, and means in the sec 
ond and 'fourth signal transmitting paths to introduce de 
lay witl't resultant variations in amplitude response when 
combined with the signals transmitted through the ?rst 
and third paths. 

8; The combination of a single source of audio fre 
quency' signals, a pair of earphones, means for delaying 
the transmission of audio frequency signals coupled be 
tween the source and one earphone, a second means for 
delaying the transmission of audio frequency signals 
coupled between the source and the other earphone, and 
means coupling the source to both earphones, the two 
means for delaying the signals being su?iciently different 
to produce different frequency response characteristics in 
the two earphones. 

9. Apparatus for reproducing sound from a moving 
record comprising, a pair of pickups cooperable with the ' 
same sound track on the record and spaced from one 
another in the direction of movement of the record, the 
spacing being su?icient that the signal at one of the pick 
ups will be delayed with respect to the signal at the other 
pickup by an interval in the order of seventy milliseconds, 
a pair of earphones, and means coupling each of ‘the 
pickups to each of the earphones, the coupling means 
for one of the pickups including means for one of the 
pickups including means to cause the signals therefrom 
to be received at the earphones in opposite polarity. 

10. Apparatus for improving the auditory reception of 
sounds derived from a single source, comprising a re 
verberation apparatus coupled to the source, an ampli?er 
coupled to the output of the reverberation apparatus, an 
output transformer having a primary winding connected 
to the output of the ampli?er and having a secondary 
winding provided with a center tap, a pair of electro 
acoustic transducers each having two terminals and posi~ 
tioned that a listener can receive sound in each car from 
one of said transducers to the practical exclusion of 
sound from the other of said transducers, means connect~ 
ing one terminal of each of said transducers to one termi 
nal of the source, and means connecting the other termi 
nals of the transducers respectively to the end terminals 
of the transformer secondary winding. 

11. The combination of a single source of musical tone 
signals, a pair of electroacoustic transducers positioned so 
that a listener can receive sound in each ear from ‘one of 
said transducers to the practical exclusion of sound from 
the other otsaid transducers, means for transmitting a 
signal derived from said source to each of said trans 
ducers in opposite phase, additional means for transmit 
ting a signal from the source to the transducers in the same 
phase, means for adding reverberation to the signal trans 
mitted through one of said transmitting means, and means 
for adjusting the relative amplitudes of the signals sup 
plied to the two transducers. 

12. The combination of a single source of electrical 
musical tone signals, a pair of electroacoustic transducers 
positioned so that a listener can receive sound in each 
car from one of said transducers to the practical exclusion 
of sound from the other of said transducers, means for 
transmitting a signal derived from said source to each of 
said transducers in opposite polarity, additional means 
for transmitting a signal from the source to each of said 
transducers in the same polarity, and means for causing 
a substantial phase shift in the signals transmitted through 
one of said transmitting means. 

13. An apparatus for improving the auditory reception 
of sounds derived from a source as a single electrical sig 
nal, comprising a pair of signal transmission channels 
having their inputs coupled to the source, at least one of 
said channels including reverberative means to introduce 
variations in frequency response in the sound signals 
transmitted thereby when combined with signals from the 
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source, a pair of elcctroacoustic transducers positioned so 
that a listener ‘may hear sound in one car predominantly 
from one of the transducers and in the other car ‘pre 
dominantly from the ‘other of said transducers, means 
coupling both transducers to the source, and means cou 
pling the transducers respectively to the outputs of the 
transmission channels. 

14. An apparatus for improving the auditory reception 
of sounds derived from a source as a single electrical sig 
nal, comprising a pair of signal transmission channels hav 
ing their input coupled to the source, at least one of said 
channels including means to introduce a time delay in 
the transmission of the signal of an order of seventy milli 
seconds, thercby to cause variations in frequency response 
in the sound signals transmitted thereby when combined 
with signals from the source, a pair of electroacoustic 
transducers positioned so that a listener may hear sound 
in one ear predominantly from one of the transducers and 
in the other car predominantly from the other of said 
transducers, means coupling both transducers to the 
source, and means coupling the ‘transducers respectively 
to the outputs of the transmission channels. 

15. An apparatus for improving the auditory reception 
of sounds derived from a source as a single electrical 
signal, comprising a pair of signal transmission channels 
having their inputs coupled to the source, at least one of 
said channels including means to introduce variations in 
frequency response in the sound signals transmitted there 
by when combined with signals from the source, a pair of 
electroacoustic transducers positioned so that a listener 
will hear sound in one ear predominantly from one of 
the transducers and in the other car predominantly from 
the other of said transducers, a pair of means coupling 
both transducers to the output of one of the transmission 
channels, another pair of means coupling the transducers 
to the outputs of the other transmission channel, one of 
said pairs of coupling means supplying the signals to the 
transducers in the same polarity and the other pair of 
coupling means supplying signals to the transducers in 
opposite polarity for a substantial portion of the time that 
the signal is being transmitted. 

16. An apparatus for improving the auditory reception 
of sound derived from a single sound record, a pair of 
pickups spaced along the sound record a distance suffi 
cient to introduce a delay in the order of seventy milli 
seconds in the electrical sound signals from one pickup 
relative to those from the other pickup, a pair of signal 
transmission channels having their inputs coupled to the 
pickups, respectively, a pair of clectroacoustic transducers 
positioned so that a listener may hear sound in one ear 
predominantly from one of the transducers and in the 
other car predominantly from the other of said trans 
ducers, means coupling one pickup to the transducers in 
the same polarity and means coupling the other pickup 
to the transducers in opposed polarity. 

17. An apparatus for improving the auditory reception 
of sounds derived from a single source as electrical sig 
nals, comprising a pair of signal transmission channels 
having their inputs coupled to the source, each of said 
channels including reverberative means to introduce varia 
tions in frequency response in the sound signals trans 
mitted thereby when combined with signals from the 
source, a pair of electroacoustic transducers positioned 
so that a listener may hear sound in one ear predomi 
nantly from one of the transducers and in the other car 
predominantly from the other of said transducers, means 
coupling both transducers to the source, and means cou 
pling the transducers respectively to the outputs of the 
transmission channels. 

18. in combination with a primary single source of elec 
trical musical sound signals, time delay introducing means 
coupled to the primary source and having its output con~ 
stituting a secondary source of musical sound signals, a 
pair of electroacoustic translating means, means coupling 
the primary source to each translating means, means 
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coupling the secondary source to each translating means, 
and means to reverse the polarity of the signals from one 
of the sources to supply such signals in opposite polarity 
to the two electroacoustic translating means. 
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